Pointed ROSAT PSPC exposures of 9277 and 6992 sec, directed toward the nearby, single, cool, magnetic white dwarfs GR 290 and EG 250 yielded no counts significantly above the expected background rate. The corresponding flux limits (for an assumed source temperature of l keV) are 1.0 and 1.7 × 10
Introduction
Motivated by theoretical considerations (Zheleznyakov & Litvinchuk 1985; Serber 1990) and by the preponderance of magnetic systems among known cataclysmic variable X-ray sources, Arnaud et al. (1992, hereafter AZT92) searched in the Einstein IPC data base for X-ray emission from a sample of Five nearby (6-20 pc), strongly magnetic (10-200 MG), relatively cool (6,000-14,000 K) single white dwarfs. The search yielded one apparent detection at better than 99% confidence (GR 290, with L x = 4.1 × 10 27 ergs -1 ) and gave upper limits for the other four stars in the range 1.4 -12.5 × 10 27 erg s -1 in the 0.2 -3.5 keV bandpass of the instrument. In the light of these results, we requested 10,000 sec of the pointed ROSAT PSPC time for each of three stars GR 329 = GD 356, under Announcement of Opportunity No. 2. Another group requested, and eventually received the data for, GD 356 (Musielak 1992) . In March/April, the satellite pointed at the other two stars for us; and the data arrived in late summer. Table 1 lists properties of the two stars observed. Data from 9277 and 6992 sec of pointing at the two stars were returned in the form of tapes giving raw counts. vs. time and position in 60 arc minute fields centered at accurately-known right ascension and declination near the positions of the target stars. The raw counts were cleaned to remove data from times of earth occultation, of interference by the South Atlantic Anomaly, and so forth, and entered into an IRAF format. Neither star blazed forth from the center of its field.
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The data and results
Potential sources were sought in two ways. First, positions of previously-known X-ray sources, QSOs, nearby stars, and other interesting objects were extracted from several dozen catalogues, and the pixels in their vicinity were examined. Nothing terribly interesting emerged, though there are possible matches with several faint IRAS sources and HD stars. Second, we extracted the positions of potential sources in our images and compared them with the HST guide star catalog. Possible matches were found for all seven of the sources in the field of EG 250 and all five in the field of GR 290, suggesting that all or most are ordinary stellar coronae. One source in each field has enough counts (≈ 1000) to reveal some spectral information. These ≈ will be reported on separately.
Limits on the numbers of counts and fluxes at the positions of our target white dwarfs were obtained as described in AZT92. Counts within one arc minute of the stellar positions were taken to represent star plus background, and the background count rate was measured from 1.5-4 arc minute annuli around each star. The conversion from counts to fluxes assumed Brehmsstralung emission from pure hydrogen at 1 keV, no significant absorption along the line of sight (because the stars are close and within the local ionized bubble of interstellar medium), and an instrumental energy range of 0.1-2.5keV.The conversion factor is then one count = 6.46 × 10 -12 erg cm -2 . 
